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Abstract
The use of the new wave based (WB) method, instead of the finite element (FE) method, for the steady-state
dynamic response analysis of flat plates is considered. The mathematical background of the WB method is
discussed in detail, where much attention is paid to the least-squares formulation. The comparison of both
prediction techniques applied to an uncoupled plate problem illustrates the better convergence properties of
the WB method with comparable computational costs. The introduction of a performance improvement further
increases the computational efficiency of the WB method.

1. Introduction

The use of the finite element (FE) method ([1] and
[2]) is generally accepted for dynamic response anal-
yses. However, the FE method is practically lim-
ited to the low frequency range due to its compu-
tational costs, especially for coupled vibro-acoustic
(VA) problems for which the system matrices are no
longer symmetric. Recently, DESMET [3] has devel-
oped an alternative method for the dynamic analysis
of VA systems, namely the wave based (WB) method,
which exhibits better convergence properties than the
FE method. VAN HAL et al. ([4] and [5]) show that,
even for uncoupled plate problems, the WB method is
a good alternative for the FE method.

In [4] and [5], the WB method is applied using a
weighted residual formulation of the plate boundary
conditions. This results in symmetric system matri-
ces, but it requires the introduction of corner resid-
ual error functions. At the corner points of a plate,
the normal and the tangential directions ~n and ~s are
not uniquely defined (see figures 1 and 2). For cor-
ner points belonging to the clamped �c or the simply
supported boundary �ss, the corner residual is the ap-
proximation error on the normal plate displacement
at the corner point. In case of the free boundary �,
the corner residual is the approximation error on the
point force, associated with the discontinuity of the
torsional moment Ts at the corner point. If coupled
plate models are considered, it is difficult to deter-
mine the corner residual error functions. Therefore,
the WB method, based on the least-squares formula-

tion, is prefered here, since this formulation does not
require corner residual error functions. However, the
system matrix, resulting from the least-squares for-
mulation, is no longer symmetric, but hermitian. This
paper illustrates that, also with the least-squares for-
mulation, the WB can compete with the FE method.

Furthermore, this paper shows that some modifi-
cation of the WB method improves its computational
efficiency. This modification consists of the replace-
ment of the numerical integration of the integrals in
the system matrix by an exact integration, using ana-
lytical solutions.

The structure of this paper is as follows. First the
mathematical background is discussed in section 2,
followed by the comparison of the WB method and
the FE method in section 3. Section 4 is concerned
with the modification of the WB method. Finally, in
section 5 the conclusions are summarized.

2. Mathematical background

2.1 Problem definition

The differential equation, describing the steady-state
out-of-plane displacement response w(~r) � ej!t of a
flat plate subjected to a time-harmonic normal point
force excitation F � ej!t (see figure 1), is
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the plate modulus, Æ(~r� ~rF ) the Dirac

function, � the density, t the plate thickness, ! the
circular frequency, E the Young’s modulus and � the
Poisson constant. Three different types of boundary
conditions (BC’s) are considered, namely

1. clamped BC’s at boundary �c

w = 0; L�(w) = 0 (2)

2. simply supported BC’s at boundary �ss

w = 0; Lm(w) = 0 (3)

3. free BC’s at boundary �f

Lm(w) = 0; LQ(w) = 0 (4)
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represent the linear operators defined as fol-
lows
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with @

@n
and @

@s
the partial derivatives with respect to,

respectively, the normal vector ~n and the tangential
vector ~s at the boundary.
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Figure 1: Flat convex plate subjected to
harmonic excitation
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Figure 2: Corner point discontinuities

2.2 Response approximation

The deterministic WB technique, which is based on
the indirect Trefftz approach [6], approximates w(~r)
as a linear combination of wave functions 	a(~r), ex-
tended by the particular solution wF (~r � ~rF )

w(~r) � ŵ(~r) =

NwX
a=1

wa	a(~r) + wF (~r � ~rF ) (8)

with 	a(~r) = 	a(x; y) = e�j(kx;ax+ky;ay) (9)

and (k2x;a + k2y;a)
2 = k4

b
(10)

where Nw represents the number of wave functions,
wa the wave contribution factor and kx;a and ky;a re-
spectively the x� and y�component of the wave vec-
tor ~ka. The response of an infinite plate due to a nor-
mal point force excitation is selected as particular so-
lution function
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where H(2)
0 represents the zero-order Hankel function

of the second kind.

2.3 Least-squares formulation

The approximation ŵ(~r) satisfies the differential
equation (1) exactly, irrespective of the values of the
unknown wave contribution factors wa. Therefore
only the BC’s (2)–(4) determine the values of these
factors. The violation of the BC’s by the approx-
imation function ŵ(~r) is minimized in an integral



sense. DESMET [3] considers two types of minimiza-
tion schemes, namely the weighted residual formula-
tion and the least-squares formulation. In [4] and [5],
the weighted residual formulation is applied to the flat
plate problem, but here the least-squares (LS) formu-
lation is used.

The LS formulation requires the introduction of
the following error functions R

�

Rw = ŵ on �c [ �ss; (12)

R� = L�(ŵ) on �c; (13)

Rm = Lm(ŵ) on �ss [ �f ; (14)

RQ = LQ(ŵ) on �f : (15)

The functional F , which is a measure for the total
approximation error at the boundary �, is defined as

F = �w
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in which the parameters �
�

restore the homogeneity
of the various parts of the functional F . F is min-
imized with respect to the unknown wave contribu-
tion factors wa. This results in a set of Nw algebraic
equations in the Nw unknown wa’s represented by the
wave model

A �w = b (17)

where w represents the column vector containing the
unknown wa’s. The wave model left hand side A,
which is hermitian, is given by

A(a; b) = �w
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where 	c

a
represents the complex conjugate of 	a.

The wave model right hand side b is given by
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2.4 WB model properties

The main advantages of the wave model (17) are

� the small model size, because the approximation
ŵ satisfies a priori the plate equation (1), so only
the boundary conditions (2)–(4) are violated and

� the improved accuracy (with respect to the FE
method) of the derived variables (e.g. the stress),
because the higher-order derivatives of 	a(~r) (9)
exhibit the same spatial variation as 	a(~r) them-
selves.

The main disadvantages are

� the fully populated system matrix A, because the
wave functions 	a(~r) are defined on the entire
plate domain 
 (instead of an element domain
for the FE method) and

� the fact that the system matrix A cannot be
decomposed in frequency independent matrices
due to the implicit frequency dependence of the
wave functions 	a(~r).

2.5 Wave function selection

In order for the WB method to converge towards the
exact solution, a complete set of wave functions is
required. DESMET [3] proposes the following set of
wave functions

	a(x; y) =

(
cos(kx;px) � e

�j(ky;py)

e�j(kx;qx) � cos(ky;qy)
(20)



with their wave numbers according to
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where Lx and Ly represent the dimensions of the
(smallest) enclosing rectangle for the plate domain 


(see figure 1).
DESMET [3] proves that a sufficient condition for

the wave function selection (20) and (21) to converge
is that 
 is convex. For non-convex domains a divi-
sion in convex subdomains is required. For the practi-
cal implementation the complete set (21) is truncated
for finite values of np and nq. The following trunca-
tion rule is proposed (see [4])

np �
kbLx

�
and nq �

kbLy

�
(22)

which states that the plate bending wavelength �b =

2�=kb is not smaller than the smallest wavelength
� = 2�=k of the truncated wave function set, with k

the largest real value of the corresponding wave num-
ber set (21).

2.6 Numerical integration

To obtain the wave model (17), the complex inte-
grals in (18) and (19) are numerically evaluated us-
ing the Gauss quadrature rule [7]. For large values
of the wave vector components kx;a and ky;a, the
functions, which are integrated over the boundary �,
show strongly oscillating spatial variations. This is
illustrated by figure 3, which shows an example of
the function 	c

a	b in equation (18). The wave vec-
tor components are implicitly dependent on the exci-
tation frequency f through the frequency dependent
plate bending wave number kb(f) in the wave func-
tion truncation rule (22). The kx;a and ky;a values
increase for increasing frequency f . Therefore, the
number of Gauss points ngp is not constant during the
numerical simulation, but it is made dependent on the
largest absolute value of the wave vector components
kmax = max(kkx;ak; kky;ak). The following Gauss
point selection rule is used

ngp � 2kmax; (23)

which states that at least 12 Gauss points are applied
for the smallest wavelength of the truncated wave
function set.
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Figure 3: Function	c

a	b to be integrated at 140 Hz:
cos(6�x) cos(4�y)ei(20:5779x+15:0353y)

3. WB–FE comparison

3.1 Problem definition

A convex, clamped aluminum plate (E = 70 GPa,
� = 0:3, � = 2800 kg/m3 and no damping) is
considered with characteristic dimensionsLx = 1:0

m, Ly = 0:5 m and t = 1 mm (see figure 4).
The objective is to predict the frequency response
function (FRF)w=F between a point force excita-
tion at (1

4
Lx;

1
4
Ly) and the displacement response

at (1
2
Lx;

1
2
Ly). The frequency range of interest is

f 2 [1; 200] Hz.
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Figure 4: Convex, clamped aluminum plate



3.2 Model features

A wave model is built using truncation rule (22) and
Gauss point selection rule (23). Forf 2 [1; 200] Hz,
the largest number of wave functionsNw is 124 and
the largest number of Gauss pointsngp is 140. The
parameters�w and��, which restore the homogene-
ity of the functionalF (see equation (16)), are given
by

�w = !2 and �� =

�
!

kb

�2

: (24)

Three FE models are constructed with 8-noded
quadratic plate bending elements [2]. The modelFE
coarse consists of 135 elements with 2270 degrees
of freedom (dof’s), the modelFE medium consists of
240 elements with 3925 dof’s and the modelFE fine
consists of 540 elements with 8585 dof’s. Finally a
FE model is generated with a very fine mesh, namely
FE reference consisting of 1500 elements with 23305
dof’s, for which the FRF prediction is assumed to
be converged to the exact FRF within the frequency
range of interest. The FRF prediction with this model
is called the reference FRF.

3.3 Results

The computations are performed on a HP-UX
9000/780 machine. TheFE predictions are obtained
with MSC/NASTRAN, whereas theWB technique is
implemented in the MATLAB environment. Figure 5
shows the results of both theWB FRF prediction and
theFE FRF predictions. In the frequency range below
60 Hz, all FRF curves coincide. Above 60 Hz, the
FRF prediction of the modelFE coarse deviates from
the reference FRF, whereas the FRF prediction with
the modelsFE medium, FE fine and theWB model
still are close to the reference FRF.

An indication of the accuracy of theWB method
is obtained by inspection of the BC violation. One
way to perform this inspection is by visualisation of
the deformation pattern of the clamped plate as is for
example shown in figure 6. At 140 Hz the BC’s seem
to be well satisfied based on this visual inspection.

Comparison of the relative errors of the displace-
ment FRF’s with respect to the reference FRF (see
tables 1 and 2) shows, that theWB method possesses
better convergence properties in terms of dof’s than
theFE method, as is already illustrated byDESMET
[3]. However, comparison of the computational effort
of both techniques shows, that theFE method is more
efficient for the frequency range of interest. Note that

for theFE method only the CPU time for solving the
dynamic matrix equation is taken into account, but not
the CPU time to build theFE model, which is very
short. The CPU time for theWB method includes the
computational efforts of both building and solving the
wave model. Figure 7 shows, that the computational
costs for constructing the wave model is much higher
than for solving the wave model. Furthermore, the
CPU time for building the wave model increases for
increasing frequency due to the higher number of both
wave functions and Gauss points, which is required.
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Figure 5: Comparison of WB and FE results
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Figure 6: Deformation pattern at 140 Hz

model no. of CPU time relative
dof’s in s error in %

FE coarse 2270 0.2 9.5
FE medium 3925 0.5 4.7
FE fine 8585 1.3 0.2
WB 124 3.3 0.6
FE ref. 23305 4.5

Table 1: Properties of models at 140 Hz



model no. of CPU time relative
dof’s in s error in %

FE coarse 2270 0.2 >25
FE medium 3925 0.5 12.3
FE fine 8585 1.3 1.1
WB 124 5.1 0.3
FE ref. 23305 4.5

Table 2: Properties of models at 200 Hz
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Figure 7: Properties of WB model

3.4 Conclusions

Although the FE method is more time efficient than
the WB, its lack of accuracy for increasing frequency
has to be compensated by the incorporation of a large
number of dof’s. This results in solution times com-
parable to those of the WB method, which has bet-
ter convergence properties. Compare for example the
CPU time of the FE reference model with the CPU
time of the wave model (see table 2). If both the bet-
ter convergence properties and the comparable com-
putational efforts are taken into account, then the WB
method forms a useful alternative for the FE method
in steady-state dynamic analyses, certainly for in-
creasing excitation frequency.

4. WB modification

4.1 Exact integration of A

Figure 7 shows the increasing number of Gauss points
required for higher frequencies f . This results in
higher costs for the computation of each individual
matrix entry of the wave model (17). Furthermore,
the number of matrix entries increases, because more
wave functions are taken into account (see figure 7).

In order to improve the computational efficiency of
the WB method, analytical solutions for the com-
plex integrals in the wave model matrix A are imple-
mented. The expressions for the analytical solutions
are very extensive and are therefore omitted here, but
in appendix A an example of such an expression is
presented.

4.2 Accuracy check of numerical inte-
gration

The exact computation of the system matrix A gives
an indication of the accuracy of the numerical inte-
gration. If the FRF, obtained by computing A exactly,
is plotted in figure 5, then it coincides with the WB
FRF. The relative errors between the predictions of
both wave models at 140 Hz and 200 Hz are negli-
gible (� 1%). This proves, that application of the
Gauss point selection rule (23) results in an accurate
numerical integration.

4.3 Validation of WB modification

The implementation of the exact integration only af-
fects the computational costs for building the wave
model. Figure 8 summarizes these costs for both
wave models. The comparison of the CPU times
shows a decrease in efficiency. However, the num-
ber of floating-point operations (flops) with the ex-
act integration is much smaller than the number of
flops with the numerical integration. The implemen-
tation of the numerical integration is more straight-
forward than the implementation of the exact integra-
tion, which requires more conditional control state-
ments (if–then–else). These conditional control state-
ments have a bad influence on the efficiency within
the MATLAB environment as is illustrated by the last
plot in figure 8, showing the number of flops per CPU
second. Other programming languages like FOR-
TRAN and C do not exhibit this lack of efficiency due
to conditional control statements. Thus the conclu-
sion may be drawn, that the implementation of ex-
act integration improves the computational efficiency
of the WB method, although the CPU time increases
within the MATLAB environment.
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5. Conclusions

In summary, there are two major conclusions:

1. The deterministic WB method can compete with
the FE method for uncoupled steady-state dy-
namic analyses, also using the least-squares for-
mulation instead of the weighted residual formu-
lation. The WB method has better convergence
properties with regard to the number of dof’s,
whereas the computational costs are comparable
for increasing frequency.

2. The efficiency improves by the application of
the exact integration for the wave model matrix
A. The computational efficiency seems to suf-
fer from the implementation of the exact inte-
gration, since the CPU time increases. However,
the number of floating point operations (flops)
decreases drastically. So the final conclusion is,
that the application of the exact integration im-
proves the computational efficiency of the WB
method.
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A Exact integration

In section 4.1 it is already mentioned, that the expres-
sions for the analytical solution of the entries in ma-
trix A (see equation (18)) are extensive. Furthermore
A is divided in four submatrices, because two dif-
ferent sets of wave functions are used (see equation
(20)), namely



1. the p-set

	p(x; y) = cos(kx;px) � e
�j(ky;py) (25)

2. and the q-set

	q(x; y) = e�j(kx;qx) � cos(ky;qy): (26)

The analytical solution for the first integral of subma-
trix App, where the boundary �c [ �ss is a straight
curve with length L, is given by

App(a; b) = �w
R
�c[�ss

	c
a
	bd� = : : :

1
2
�w (C1(C2 + C3) + C4(C5 + C6) + : : :

+ D1(D2 +D3) +D4(D5 +D6))

(27)

with the constants C
�

and D
�

according to

C0 = C2(kc
y;a
� ky;b)

2
�A2(kx;a + kx;b)

2

C1 = �C�1
0 ej(k

c
y;a�ky;b)(C L+D)

C2 = A(kx;a + kx;b) sin((kx;a + kx;b)(A L+B))

C3 = jC(kcy;a � ky;b) cos((kx;a + kx;b)(A L+B))

C4 = C�1
0 ej(k

c
y;a
�ky;b)D

C5 = A(kx;a + kx;b) sin((kx;a + kx;b)B)

C6 = jC(kcy;a � ky;b) cos((kx;a + kx;b)B)

D0 = C2(kc
y;a
� ky;b)

2
�A2(kx;a � kx;b)

2

D1 = �D�1
0 ej(k

c
y;a�ky;b)(C L+D)

D2 = A(kx;a � kx;b) sin((kx;a � kx;b)(A L+B))

D3 = jC(kc
y;a
� ky;b) cos((kx;a � kx;b)(A L+B))

D4 = D�1
0 ej(k

c
y;a
�ky;b)D

D5 = A(kx;a � kx;b) sin((kx;a � kx;b)B)

D6 = jC(kcy;a � ky;b) cos((kx;a � kx;b)B)

where the constants A, B, C and D are associated
with the mapping of the line coordinate � along the
boundary curve (0 � � � L) to the surface coordi-
nates (x; y), which is given by

x = A � +B

y = C � +D:
(28)


